As athletes we will…
Learn that P.E. and sport is part of a healthy, active
lifestyle. We explore own fitness and develop our
stamina. We will keep our own record of sporting
achievement and improve our personal best.


Long distance running.



Multi-skills.

As ICT technicians we will…
Design, write and debug programs. We will work with

As musicians we will…
Explore pitch.

Focus on measurement, particularly converting
between units of measure and calculating the area
and perimeter.
Written methods during superhero maths.

How do natural disasters and
climate affect America?

will explain how simple algorithms and programs work
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and detect and correct errors in them.
Animation of earthquakes.



Look at Native North American totem poles,

As a mathematician we will…

variables and various forms of input and output. We

As authors and readers we will…
We will look at non- chronological report about

As citizens we will…
Explore choices that have to be made regarding
money. We will be developing the concept of saving,
budgeting and earning money. In R.E., we will show an
understanding of how people’s beliefs about the world
have been expressed in stories and songs. And in
global learning, we will look at causes and effects of
inequality, and the nature of prejudice and ways to
combat it.


‘Songs and Stories’



Looking Forward.

As artists and designers we will…
working together to create large piece of work. We
use watercolours to explore the different
landscapes of North America and use clay to recreate famous monuments.


Water colours.



3D modelling

As geographers we will…
Explore the difference between human and physcial
geography and understand longitude and latitiude.
We will understand what are earthquakes and
volcanic erruptions and why they occur. We will
alsolook at climate and weather.


North America.

dinosaurs that used to roam the continent of
Pangea. We will internalise the text focusing on
clause structure and use it to create diaries and
our own non-chronological report.


Diary Writing



Non-chronological report.

As linguists we will…
Learn about new animals and their habitats and
create a poster in French. We will count up to 69
and learn the alphabet. We will understand and
respond to classroom language.

As scientists we will…
Exploring working scientifically through the topics
we have covered this year (materials, forces and
Earth and Space.)
This unit is a Sc1 focus so we will look at all areas.

Investigation
Which material causes the most friction?
As outdoor explorers we will…
Complete bikeability and become safer cyclist.

